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Abstract

Despite recent advances in auditory neuroscience, the exact functional organization of human 

auditory cortex (AC) has been difficult to investigate. Here, using reversals of tonotopic gradients 

as the test case, we examined whether human ACs can be more precisely mapped by avoiding 

signals caused by large draining vessels near the pial surface, which bias blood-oxygen level 

dependent (BOLD) signals away from the actual sites of neuronal activity. Using ultra-high field 

(7T) fMRI and cortical depth analysis techniques previously applied in visual cortices, we sampled 

1 mm isotropic voxels from different depths of AC during narrow-band sound stimulation with 

biologically relevant temporal patterns. At the group level, analyses that considered voxels from 

all cortical depths, but excluded those intersecting the pial surface, showed (a) the greatest 

statistical sensitivity in contrasts between activations to high vs. low frequency sounds and (b) the 

highest inter-subject consistency of phase-encoded continuous tonotopy mapping. Analyses based 

solely on voxels intersecting the pial surface produced the least consistent group results, even 

when compared to analyses based solely on voxels intersecting the white-matter surface where 

both signal strength and within-subject statistical power are weakest. However, no evidence was 

found for reduced within-subject reliability in analyses considering the pial voxels only. Our group 

results could, thus, reflect improved inter-subject correspondence of high and low frequency 

gradients after the signals from voxels near the pial surface are excluded. Using tonotopy analyses 

as the test case, our results demonstrate that when the major physiological and anatomical biases 
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imparted by the vasculature are controlled, functional mapping of human ACs becomes more 

consistent from subject to subject than previously thought.

1. Introduction

The exact functional organization of auditory cortices (AC) has been difficult to investigate. 

Non-human primate models have suggested several distinct AC fields (Hackett et al., 1998; 

Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Kaas et al., 1999), subregions that may process different attributes 

of sound signals (Bendor and Wang, 2005; Rauschecker, 1998; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; 

Rauschecker et al., 1995) (Fig. 1). These include a tonotopically organized core area with 

three subregions including the primary AC, which are surrounded by the non-primary belt 

with to 7–8 subregions (Hackett et al., 2001; Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Kosaki et al., 1997; 

Kusmierek and Rauschecker, 2009; Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Morel et al., 1993; 

Rauschecker and Tian, 2004; Rauschecker et al., 1995) and, finally, by the parabelt cortex 

(Hackett et al., 2001). The core AC neurons of non-human primate AC respond most 

vigorously to pure tones, while the belt AC neurons are more broadly tuned and slowly 

responding (Kusmierek and Rauschecker, 2009; Rauschecker and Tian, 2004; Rauschecker 

et al., 1995; Recanzone et al., 2000a; Recanzone et al., 2000b). A similar hierarchy, with a 

core area representing simpler features and lateral areas being activated by complex sounds 

and top-down influences, seems to exist in humans as well (Ahveninen et al., 2011; 

Ahveninen et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2002; Hart et al., 2003; Jääskeläinen et al., 2004; Lu et 

al., 1992; Petkov et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2009). However, the human AC field boundaries 

have been elusive to studies based on non-invasive measures, such as functional MRI 

(fMRI).

According to previous animal studies (Kosaki et al., 1997; Rauschecker et al., 1995), the 

tonotopic organization may be preserved, not only in the three core regions, but also in many 

of the higher-order belt fields of the non-human primate AC. This suggests that the 

organization of human ACs could be elucidated by non-invasive mapping of the boundaries 

of such tonotopic progressions (Formisano et al., 2003; Moerel et al., 2014; Talavage et al., 

2004), analogously to fMRI retinotopic mapping of area boundaries in the human visual 

cortex (Sereno et al., 1995). The earliest fMRI (Bilecen et al., 1998; Wessinger et al., 1997) 

and magnetoencephalography (Huotilainen et al., 1995; Pantev et al., 1988) studies using 

simple response comparisons suggest high-to-low frequency sensitivity gradient that extends 

along the HG crest from medial to anterolateral AC, which is roughly consistent with a 

selection of recent fMRI studies using a wider range of stimulation frequencies for tonotopy 

mapping (Langers et al., 2007; Langers and van Dijk, 2012). However, there is also evidence 

for two mirror-symmetric frequency gradients (high–low–high), being oriented along the 

HG axis (Formisano et al., 2003; Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Seifritz et al., 2006; Upadhyay et 

al., 2007; Woods and Alain, 2009), contrasted by findings of mirror-symmetric high-low-

high gradients that are arranged perpendicularly to the HG axis (Da Costa et al., 2011; 

Humphries et al., 2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011).

Tonotopy mapping results tend to differ between different subjects within individual studies 

(e.g., Langers et al., 2007; Langers and van Dijk, 2012; Moerel et al., 2014; Talavage et al., 
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2004). This could be because in humans, the functionally-defined tonotopic area boundaries 

(Humphries et al., 2010) and even cytoarchitectonically-defined AC fields (Rademacher et 

al., 1993; Rademacher et al., 2001) vary across subjects in relation to macroanatomical 

landmarks such as HG. However, this problem may relate to anatomical reference points 

defined volumetrically, while the intrinsic topology of the cerebral cortex is that of two-

dimensional (2D) sheet with a highly folded and curved geometry. Indeed, MRI studies in 

the visual system suggest that the actual shape and position of sensory cortices are 

surprisingly consistent across subjects in surface-based representations (Benson et al., 2012; 

Hinds et al., 2008).

AC mapping is further complicated by the relatively small size of its presumed subregions. 

Particularly in fMRI studies using typical volume-based imaging parameters including large 

voxels and three-dimensional (3D) smoothing, the signals may easily spread across sulcal 

banks and adjacent gyri, and thus smudge the boundary estimates across the different AC 

fields. Whereas a large portion of previous fMRI tonotopy experiments have been conducted 

at field strengths of 1.5–3T, which are not well-suited to smaller-voxel studies, there is an 

increasing interest in searching for applications suitable for ultra-high field fMRI studies of 

human tonotopy mapping (Da Costa et al., 2011; De Martino et al., 2015; Formisano et al., 

2003; Moerel et al., 2014). AC imaging at 7T provides increased BOLD-driven T2* contrast 

changes, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and thus greatly increases the sensitivity that can be 

utilized to obtain data with reduced voxel sizes. In addition to greatly reducing physiological 

noise (Triantafyllou et al., 2005), the smaller voxel sizes increase the proportion of voxels 

containing a large percentage of cortical gray matter. Given the recent parallel imaging 

technology developments (Keil and Wald, 2013), these advantages are available with much 

more limited image distortions (de Zwart et al., 2002; Wald and Polimeni, 2015) and signal 

drop-outs (Merboldt et al., 2000) than during the earliest auditory 7T fMRI studies 

(Ahveninen et al., 2005; Formisano et al., 2003).

A major, largely disregarded confound in previous human AC studies is caused by fMRI 

signals from large veins of the superficial pial surface, which pool deoxygenated blood from 

extended territories and, thus, spatially bias the estimates away from the activated neuronal 

populations (Olman et al., 2007; Turner, 2002). The smaller voxels offered by ultra-high 

field fMRI make it possible to measure intracortical activations such that the biasing signals 

from the most superficial layers are avoided (Polimeni et al., 2010). While many previous 

approaches to this end have been limited to small regions of interest or locally flat patches of 

cortex (Goense and Logothetis, 2006; Harel et al., 2006; Jin and Kim, 2008; Moon et al., 

2007; Ress et al., 2007; Silva and Koretsky, 2002; Smirnakis et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2006), 

a surface-based cortical depth analysis method was recently proposed that is capable of 

analyzing patterns of activity within the cortex at a particular cortical depth over the full 

extent of the cortex (Polimeni et al., 2010). Here, the purpose is to examine whether this 

“laminar” or surface-based cortical depth 7T fMRI analysis approach could also help non-

invasive functional mapping of the small subregions of human ACs at a greater precision.

A number of parameters need to be optimized to obtain more precise estimates of the 

functional properties of human AC. Whereas recent studies provide exhaustive information 

on the strengths and weaknesses of various stimulation and statistical analysis approaches 
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(Da Costa et al., 2011; Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Langers et al., 2014a; Langers et al., 2014b; 

Langers and van Dijk, 2012; Moerel et al., 2014; Seifritz et al., 2006; Striem-Amit et al., 

2011; Talavage et al., 2004; Tanji et al., 2010), the present study specifically concentrates on 

addressing physiological and vascular anatomy confounds. To this end, we utilize a 

technique previously applied in visual cortices (Polimeni et al., 2010) to sample 1 mm 

isotropic fMRI voxels from all depths of AC and to exclude those intersecting the pial 

surface, in order to avoid the large draining vessels that bias the BOLD signal away from the 

actual sites of neuronal activity. The cortical depth fMRI analysis approach is combined with 

boundary-based anatomical registration and surface-based spatial normalization methods to 

address the inter-subject variability of normalization results based on volumetric methods. 

Our specific hypothesis is that the cortical depth fMRI analysis improves the accuracy of 

tonotopy mapping results at the level of individual subjects, due to the reduced spreading of 

signals to adjacent areas and, specifically, across the banks of cortical sulci. As combined 

with surface-based inter-subject analyses, this approach considerably decreases the inter-

subject variability of human AC tonotopic mapping results.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The study protocol was approved by the Partners Human Research Committee, the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Massachusetts General Hospital. Potential subjects 

were first screened with a phone interview to ensure that they had normal hearing and had 

not been exposed regularly to environments with excessively loud noise. Eight right-handed 

college-level educated adults (4 females, 24–54 years) with normal hearing and no 

neurological disorders, psychiatric conditions, or learning disabilities, were included in the 

final sample. The subjects gave written informed consent prior to the experiments. The 

sample size was selected based on previous human fMRI tonotopy mapping studies using 

sample sizes ranging from six to ten subjects (Da Costa et al., 2011; Formisano et al., 2003; 

Humphries et al., 2010; Langers et al., 2007; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Talavage et al., 2004; 

Upadhyay et al., 2007).

2.2. Task and stimuli

The general idea of the present task (Fig. 2) was adapted from recent visual fMRI studies 

using complex tasks and stimuli for retinotopic mapping of higher-order cortices (Bressler 

and Silver, 2010; Saygin and Sereno, 2008). Subjects heard binaural 1/3-octave noise tokens 

with central frequencies of 100, 240, 577, 1386, 3330, and 8000 Hz presented in rising or 

falling progressions that changed after each sparse-sampling fMRI volume acquisition (see 

below for acquisition details) through MRI-compatible insert headphones (Sensimetrics, 

Malden, MA). Each experimental run consisted of 16 repetitions of these progressions (each 

progression including 6 consecutive acquisitions; at least 5 runs/subject). The direction of 

the cycle (falling or rising frequency) was shifted after each run (Sereno et al., 1995). The 

6.5-s narrowband noise tokens were amplitude modulated with the temporal envelope of one 

of four possible samples of human speech patterns, read aloud by a male native English 

speaker (The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain). The temporal modulation 

patterns were presented in a randomized order at 70 dB SPL. The stimulation level, which 
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equals to levels utilized in previous efforts (Formisano et al., 2003; Upadhyay et al., 2007), 

thus represents the middle ground among studies utilizing very soft levels for the sake of 

frequency specificity (Ahveninen et al., 2005; Da Costa et al., 2011; Langers and van Dijk, 

2012; Talavage et al., 2004) vs. those using higher levels that enhance the overall 

responsiveness (Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Seifritz et al., 2006; Striem-Amit et al., 2011), 

particularly at non-primary ACs (Tanji et al., 2010) and higher-frequency sensitive areas 

(Striem-Amit et al., 2011). During an attentional one-back task, intended to further enhance 

non-primary AC responses, the subjects were advised to press a button each time the 

temporal modulation pattern in one trial was similar to that presented during the preceding 

trial, and to ignore the sound pattern’s center frequency, which changed after each trial. This 

approach was inspired by the recent studies in the visual system (Bressler and Silver, 2010; 

Saygin and Sereno, 2008), which shows that retinotopic mapping of higher-order regions is 

most feasible with complex stimuli and tasks.

2.3. Data acquisition

All functional MRI data were acquired with a whole-body 7T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, 

Germany) equipped with SC72 body gradients (70 mT/m maximum gradient strength and 

200 T/m/s maximum slew rate; 32-channel RF loop coil head array (Keil et al., 2010) for 

reception; detunable band-pass birdcage coil for transmit). Anatomical T1-weighted MRI 

data were be acquired for accurate positioning of the fMRI slices using a 1 mm isotropic 

multi-echo MPRAGE (MEMPRAGE) pulse sequence (van der Kouwe et al., 2008). fMRI 

data were acquired using a single-shot gradient-echo interleaved multiple-slice EPI protocol 

(TE=27 ms, flip angle 90°, fat saturation, FOV=192×192 mm2, 256×256 matrix, 

bandwidth=1447 Hz/pixel, trapezoidal readout gradients with 26% ramp sampling, nominal 

echo spacing 1 ms, 4-fold parallel imaging acceleration yielding an effective 0.25-ms EPI 

echo spacing reconstructed with GRAPPA). To encompass the superior temporal cortex 

areas, 53 axial slices with 1 mm thickness were acquired, aligned along the anterior–

posterior commissure line. To mitigate the acoustical scanner noise, a sparse temporal 

sampling approach was utilized in which a 9-s period for sound presentation was included 

between each 3.5-s EPI volume acquisition, resulting in a temporal sampling interval (i.e., 
TR) of 12.5 s. The auditory stimulation started 1 s after each volume acquisition. B0 field 

maps derived from phase differences between gradient echo images with TE = 4.22 and 5.24 

ms were acquired at each EPI slice location. Head motion was minimized during the 

functional scans by firm support, and head motion was detected and corrected based on the 

automatic image registration (AIR) algorithm (Jiang et al., 1995; Woods et al., 1992).

2.4. Data analyses

Cortical surface reconstructions and standard-space co-registrations of the individual 

anatomical data, as well as functional data analyses, were conducted using Freesurfer 

version 5 (Fischl, 2012) and our in-house software. Surface reconstructions of the interfaces 

between the cortical gray matter vs. the underlying white matter and pial surface were 

automatically generated from the anatomical MRI data (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 2001; 

Fischl et al., 2002; Fischl et al., 1999; Segonne et al., 2004; Segonne et al., 2005), and 

cortical thickness maps were derived from these bounding surfaces (Fischl and Dale, 2000). 

To estimate the relative positions of the cortical laminae, nine additional intermediate 
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cortical gray matter surfaces were reconstructed at fixed relative distances between the white 

and pial surfaces determined from the cortical thickness (Polimeni et al., 2010). Figure 3 

shows an example of the cortical surface model, demonstrating every other depth from the 

white matter to the pial surface in a representative subject.

Individual functional volumes were motion corrected to the middle volume of each run and 

after B0 unwarping using the FSL tool “fugue” (Jenkinson, 2001, 2003), co-registered with 

each subject’s structural MRI and intensity normalized. No slice-timing correction was 

applied. fMRI data were rigidly aligned with MEMPRAGE data from which the family of 

cortical depth surfaces was derived, using the gray-white matter border identifiable in the 

EPI images to guide the registration. The co-registration was conducted using Boundary-

Based Registration (Greve and Fischl, 2009) to directly align the cortical surface 

reconstruction of the gray-white interface derived from the anatomical data to the gray-white 

boundary seen in the functional data; this method was designed to be applicable to partial-

brain EPI acquisitions and shown to provide accurate registration of 7T EPI data to the 

cortical surface models (Polimeni et al., 2010). The fMRI time series were transferred onto 

the collection of surface reconstructions using the alignment produced from the functional-

to-anatomical registration, by projecting the parameter estimates of each intersecting voxel 

onto the corresponding surface using nearest-neighbor interpolation. To achieve unbiased 

activation estimates, in which the contribution of pial vessels was reduced, the signals from 

voxels intersecting the three most superficial depths were discarded before a value was 

assigned to each AC vertex location for further statistical analyses. The results obtained 

using the estimates with the pial surface voxels excluded were then compared to the results 

obtained with estimates based on voxels intersecting with the top (i.e., pial) surface only and 

estimates based on voxels intersecting with the bottom (i.e., white-matter) surface only, i.e., 

the two bounding surfaces of the cortex. Within the left superior temporal cortex (Fig. 1b), 

the group mean numbers of voxels included in these analyses were 12,822 (all cortical 

excluding the pial), 7,763 (voxels intersecting the pial surface), and 6,952 (voxels 

intersecting the white matter surface), respectively.

The main purpose of the present study was to objectively compare the mapping with 

different analysis approaches in the same subjects. Therefore, to compare the inter-subject 

alignment and correspondence of frequency-sensitivity boundaries as robustly as possible, 

we utilized a simple general linear model to contrast the three highest and lowest sound 

frequencies using a boxcar regressor. Instead of a conventional volumetric approach, the data 

from all available runs from each subject were smoothed along the surface using a 2D 

Gaussian kernel with 3 mm FWHM; this anatomically constrained smoothing has been 

shown to produce higher accuracy than volumetric smoothing (Andrade et al., 2001; Jo et 

al., 2007; Kiebel et al., 2000). For group analyses, the different fMRI representations 

sampled across cortical depths were anatomically normalized using a common surface-based 

coordinate system (the “fsaverage” surface atlas provided by Freesurfer) adapted to the 

cortical folding pattern of each individual subject via surface-based registration. In addition 

to the surface-based approach, for comparison, we also calculated group estimates based on 

volumetric anatomical normalization to Talairach space; for comparison with the surface-

based normalization the results of the volume-based registration were as a final step 

projected onto the “fsaverage” cortical surface reconstruction for visualization only. A 
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random-effects GLM was then conducted at the group level for each analysis type. To 

control for multiple comparisons, the data were tested against an empirical null distribution 

of maximum cluster size across 10,000 iterations using Monte Carlo simulations synthesized 

with a cluster-forming threshold of p<0.1 and cluster-wise threshold of p<0.05 (Hagler et al., 

2006; Hayasaka and Nichols, 2003) within the superior temporal cortex region (Fig. 4). 

Because of the purpose of the present study was to compare the sensitivity of different 

analysis approaches, both uncorrected (transparent color scale) and corrected (opaque color 

scale) group statistical results are reported in Figure 4b. The within-subject reliability and 

replicability was analyzed by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) across 

the contrast effect sizes of the first and second halves of runs across the subjects (McGraw 

and Wong, 1996). Due to the methodological focus of this study, all analyses have been 

focused on the left superior temporal regions only.

To estimate continuous frequency-sensitivity representations in ACs, the BOLD-signal time 

series were also analyzed in the Fourier domain (Sereno et al., 1995). The amplitude and 

phase were determined at the stimulation-cycle frequency (1/60 Hz) by computing the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) (Talavage et al., 2004). Statistical significance was derived from F-

statistics, based on the power ratio of the signal at the fundamental frequency vs. noise. The 

anatomical consistency of the resulting phase-angle maps at different cortical depths were 

then analyzed using circular statistics (Berens, 2009), to quantify the inter-subject phase 

variance of the BOLD signal at different locations of ACs in the Freesurfer “fsaverage” 

representation.

3. Results

We utilized a task inspired by recent visual retinotopy fMRI studies (Bressler and Silver, 

2010; Saygin and Sereno, 2008), suggesting that the mapping of areas beyond primary 

sensory areas may benefit from stimuli involving complex tasks and modulations such as 

biological motion. During sparse sampling 7T fMRI acquisitions, the subjects (N=8) were 

presented with narrow-band noise tokens whose center frequency was changed after each 

volume acquisition and which were amplitude modulated by speech envelope patterns (Fig. 

2). During a one-back task, the subjects were advised to press a button each time the 

temporal modulation pattern in one trial was similar to that presented during the preceding 

trial, and to ignore the sound pattern’s center frequency. Behaviorally, the subjects were able 

to correctly identify 76 ± 5% of the targets (group mean ± standard error of the mean), 

demonstrating that the subjects were complying with the instruction and paying attention to 

the auditory stimuli during the measurements.

We first compared the results of two surface-based analyses that were conducted to compare 

the inter-subject correspondence of the results obtained (Fig. 4b), as well as the clarity of 

high and low frequency sensitivity regions within each individual subject with the results 

being transformed via surface-based registration to the Freesurfer “fsaverage” standard brain 

representation (Fig. 4c). For these comparisons, we analyzed the data in the AC surface 

space based on voxels intersecting the top layer of the cortex, voxels intersecting the white 

matter surface, and voxels from all cortical depths excluding those intersecting the top layers 
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of cortex. A fully volumetric conventional group analysis in the 3D Talairach space is also 

provided for comparison.

The benefits of cortical depth analyses are evident in the random-effects group analyses (Fig. 

4b). The statistical estimates corresponding to parallel high-low-high frequency regions are 

clearly improved in estimates from which the contribution of gray matter voxels intersecting 

the pial surface has been excluded, whereas the statistically weakest results are provided by 

the conventional volumetric group analysis conducted in the 3D Talairach space. The benefit 

of excluding voxels near the pial surface are also evident in the surface-based group analysis 

of only those voxels intersecting the white-matter surface, which show two significant high-

frequency clusters parallel to HG (p<0.05, cluster-based simulation test (Fig. 4b). These 

clusters extended from the medial to posterior, lateral, and anterior superior plane, thus 

likely overlapping areas homologous to the monkey belt and parabelt regions. Only one 

high-frequency cluster was significant in the pial surface voxel analysis. This is quite 

remarkable, because at the individual level the BOLD signals and effect sizes were clearly 

stronger near the pial surface than in voxels intersecting the white matter (Fig. 4c). It is thus 

likely that the improvements at the group level are resulting from the improved anatomical 

alignment of effects across subjects, which (more than) offsets the reduction of BOLD 

amplitudes from the deep cortex.

The improved consistency of mapping results after the exclusion of voxels intersecting the 

pial surface is observable in several individual subjects. Areas resembling the high and low 

frequency endpoints of tonotopic AC areas can be identified in all subjects, using all surface-

based analyses. However, clear improvements of the clarity of results are observed in several 

subjects in the estimates wherefrom the potential contribution of pial vessels has been 

minimized. Visually observable qualitative improvements are particularly evident in Subject 

1, Subject 2, Subject 3, and Subject 8. Perhaps the most remarkable example is Subject 8, 

who appears to have, overall, high SNR in his/her activation maps, which show one of the 

largest effect sizes of the present group. In this subject, the more posterior high-frequency 

progression is completely smudged and overlapped by the stronger and larger low-frequency 

activation in the estimate based on the pial-surface voxels, but the progression becomes 

clearly more evident in the analysis based cortical gray matter voxels but with the pial voxels 

excluded. Note that it is unlikely that the strong effect in Subject 8, alone, drives the group 

result in Fig. 4b, as the cluster-forming statistics were based on a random effects model.

The data of Subject 8 is presented individually in Figure 5 to demonstrate how the sampling 

of voxels from different depths affects the result. In the voxel representations, which 

correspond to the results of our surface-based analysis resampled back to the individual MRI 

volume to visualize the 3D neighborhood of the activation pattern, it is clearly demonstrated 

how the stronger signals near the pial surface get smeared due to the draining vessels and 

signal spread across sulcal banks.

Another representative example is the Subject 1 estimate (Fig. 4c), where the most anterior 

high-frequency progression becomes more clearly visible after the exclusion of the pial 

contribution. At the same time, only the data of Subject 4 show a clear representation of 
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parallel progressions at the pial-surface estimate, with no substantial improvement in the 

other conditions.

The inter-subject anatomical consistency of tonotopic representations was also analyzed 

using FFT-based phase analyses (Berens, 2009) Figure 6 shows the inverse variance of the 

phase angle at the stimulation cycle frequency across the subjects at different cortical depths. 

In line with the magnitude comparisons (Fig. 4), these analyses suggest that tonotopic 

mapping results become more anatomically consistent after the signals from voxels 

intersecting the top layers of the cortex have been excluded from the analyses. Note that the 

analysis in Fig. 6 reflects a group analysis of FFT-based analyses of the continuous 

tonotopic progressions of each individual subject, which are shown in Figure 7.

Our interpretation is that the improved consistency of the tonotopic maps observed at the 

group level achieved through excluding signals from the pial vessels is due to the removal of 

biases reflecting inter-individual variability of vascular anatomy. To verify this 

interpretation, we also analyzed the replicability of within-subject reliability of effects. 

Figure 8a shows the results of a within-subject reliability analysis conducted by calculating 

the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of contrast effect sizes of the frequency effect 

across the first and second halves of runs acquired in each experimental session for each 

subject. The confidence intervals (95% confidence bounds) of the ICC values were highly 

overlapping all analyses tested, i.e., for analyses that included only voxels that intersected 

the pial surface, only voxels that intersected the white-matter surface, and voxels that 

intersected any cortical depth but excluding voxels intersecting the pial surface. Not even a 

statistical trend toward decreased within-subject reliability for the voxels intersecting the 

pial surface was observed. The reliability analyses thus support our view that the less 

consistent tonotopic maps at the group level obtained when including voxels that intersect 

the pial surface (shown in Figs. 4b and 6) are not due to unreliable, noisy signals measured 

at the pial surface. Rather, the inconsistent group maps are likely due to subject-specific 

biases—such as displacement of signal due to the anatomical pattern of pial vessels—that 

are constant across runs and thus cannot be averaged out. Finally, Figure 8b also shows data 

from two subjects who were each scanned in two measurement sessions taking place on 

different days. These data are qualitatively consistent with the result of the within-subject/

within-session reliability analysis in Figure 8a.

4. Discussion

Functional mapping of small-sized subregions of human cortex is confounded by large 

draining vessels near the pial surface, which bias the BOLD signal away from the original 

sites of neuronal activity. This problem could be particularly relevant in auditory 

neuroimaging, given the relatively small anatomical size of AC and its subregions. Here, we 

attempted a cortical depth analysis of high-resolution 7T fMRI data (Polimeni et al., 2010), a 

technique previously applied in the visual domain, to mitigate this challenge and to improve 

functional mapping of human AC. In support of our hypotheses, the results suggest that the 

precision and inter-subject consistency of non-invasive mapping of human AC improved by 

the depth sampling approach, combined with surface-based anatomical normalization 

approaches. These improvements are evident both by qualitative visual inspection of 
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individual activation estimates, as well as in our quantitative group analyses of high vs. low 

frequency contrasts and of the consistency of phase-encoded tonotopy mapping. The most 

remarkable effects are probably shown in the analyses based on the deepest voxels, which 

showed statistically more significant activations in the group estimates than those based on 

the superficial voxels although in the individual subjects the signal strength was clearly 

weakest in the deepest layers of AC. Our control analyses exclude the possibility that the 

above group-analysis effects could be explainable by reduced within-subject reliability. Our 

findings, thus, support an interpretation that the inter-subject correspondence of low and 

high frequency gradients of human AC is improved after the influence of signals from 

voxels intersecting with the pial surface is excluded.

Our small-voxel fMRI acquisition and surface-based depth analyses allowed us to compare 

BOLD responses measured across the cortical gray matter. Based on previous 

neurophysiological studies in other mammals (Abeles and Goldstein, 1970; Linden and 

Schreiner, 2003; Merzenich et al., 1975; Oonishi and Katsuki, 1965; Sally and Kelly, 1988; 

Shen et al., 1999), we assumed that the true spatial representation of preferred center 

frequency would be “columnar” and therefore consistent across cortical depths in 

tonotopically organized areas of human ACs. Targeted sampling away from large pial 

vessels in the deep cortical layers improved spatial accuracy by minimizing vascular artifacts 

from large draining veins. In these analyses, the significant clusters extended from medial 

aspects of superior temporal plane to non-primary belt and parabelt areas. Another strategy 

that has been proposed to reduce large-vessel contribution at ultra-high field strengths is T2-

weighted acquisitions such as spin-echo EPI, which are expected to be sensitive to 

extravascular BOLD signal changes around small vessels only (Uludag et al., 2009). This 

technique, however, is challenging to use in practice because of its reduced sensitivity 

compared to the gradient-echo EPI acquisition used here, its higher power deposition which 

limits the number of slices, and the need for motion-sensitive segmented acquisitions or 

zooming techniques to achieve true T2 weighting (Goense and Logothetis, 2006; Norris, 

2012). For these reasons, our strategy of simply sampling BOLD signal away from large 

vessels using a more sensitive and robust gradient-echo acquisition to avoid these vascular 

artifacts was shown to substantially increase consistency of the spatial pattern across 

subjects compared to conventional approaches.

Previous studies have produced varying results and interpretations of the arrangement of 

tonotopic gradients of human AC, including a single high-to-low gradient from medial to 

anterolateral AC (Howard et al., 1996; Langers et al., 2007; Langers and van Dijk, 2012), 

two mirror-symmetric gradients (high-low-high) along the HG crest (Formisano et al., 2003; 

Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Seifritz et al., 2006; Upadhyay et al., 2007; Woods and Alain, 

2009), and two mirror-symmetric gradients that are perpendicular to the HG axis (Da Costa 

et al., 2011; Humphries et al., 2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011). The present results are most 

consistent with the last group of findings, suggesting two mirror gradients (high-low-high) 

that are oriented roughly perpendicularly to HG, such that the lowest sound frequencies are 

represented by neurons at the crest of HG. However, our most essential result relates to the 

improvement of inter-subject consistency of functional activation estimates with better 

control of anatomical and physiological biases imparted by the vasculature.
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Specifically, a major challenge for the precise mapping of AC fields in humans has been that 

in the potential arrangement suggested by non-human primate studies, most of the 

subregions would be only a few centimeters in diameter. To precisely map the boundaries of 

these regions based on tonotopy reversals, one will need smaller voxels than those used in 

typical cognitive neuroscience fMRI studies. To sufficiently decrease the voxel size in all 

three dimensions, it is necessary to improve SNR, which can be accomplished by using 

surface coil arrays or by increasing the magnetic field. The image SNR increases linearly 

with field strength, and the change in T2
* with BOLD activation also increases, thus the 

sensitivity of fMRI increases supra-linearly with field strength. However, although the 

number of ultra-high field studies published is increasing (Da Costa et al., 2011; Formisano 

et al., 2003; Moerel et al., 2014), the majority of recent human tonotopy studies have been 

conducted at more conventional field strengths, including studies at 1.5T (Langers et al., 

2007; Seifritz et al., 2006; Talavage et al., 2004) or 3T (Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Humphries 

et al., 2010; Langers and van Dijk, 2012; Striem-Amit et al., 2011; Upadhyay et al., 2007) 

that do not provide optimal sensitivity for detecting activation using smaller voxels. Using 

typical cognitive neuroscience fMRI imaging parameters of up to 5 mm isotropic voxels, 

combined with three-dimensional spatial smoothing, offers a better sensitivity to detect 

minute modulations of signal amplitude, but it also could result in spreading of activations 

across sulcal banks and gyri, which may smudge the boundaries of tonotopic gradients in 

areas of only a few cm2.

Tonotopy mapping results typically vary greatly across different subjects within individual 

studies (e.g., Langers et al., 2007; Langers and van Dijk, 2012; Moerel et al., 2014; Talavage 

et al., 2004). This has lead to a pessimistic evaluation that AC properties are so complex that 

they cannot be reasonably averaged across the subjects. This may be partially explainable by 

the limited SNR of single-subject analyses of auditory fMRI (Langers and van Dijk, 2012),, 

which can be alleviated by optimizing the stimulation and acquisition parameters (Langers et 

al., 2014a; Langers et al., 2014b). A more fundamental issue, however, is that even the 

cytoarchitectonally defined AC area boundaries vary greatly across subjects in relation to 

volumetrically defined macroanatomical landmarks such as HG (Humphries et al., 2010; 

Rademacher et al., 1993; Rademacher et al., 2001). Here we presumed that this problem can 

be addressed by surface-based anatomical normalization approaches that take into account 

the fact that the intrinsic topology of the cerebral cortex is that of a stack of 2D sheets with a 

highly folded and curved geometry. This hypothesis was inspired by previous studies 

showing that, although the more detailed cortical folding patterns may vary greatly 

(Talairach et al., 1967; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), the shape and position of sensory 

cortices is surprisingly consistent in 2D representations adapted to each subject’s individual 

folding patterns (Hinds et al., 2009; Hinds et al., 2008). Indeed, here, the group-level 

functional activations were statistically weaker with 3D anatomical normalization than any 

of the surface-based estimates. The inter-subject consistency of tonotopic AC gradients was 

further improved when the surface-based approach was combined with the laminar analysis 

approach.

While the present study was specifically concentrated on optimizing imaging parameters and 

data analysis, a number of other factors need to be optimized during AC frequency 

sensitivity studies (Langers et al., 2014a; Langers et al., 2014b). Auditory neurons tend to 
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respond in a non-specific way for loud stimuli, even if they are tuned to a specific feature at 

low stimulus intensities. Several studies have utilized relatively low sound intensities for 

tonotopic mapping (Ahveninen et al., 2005; Da Costa et al., 2011; Langers and van Dijk, 

2012; Talavage et al., 2004). However, given the sensitivity issues in brain imaging, several 

studies have used higher levels of 86–90 dB SPL (Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Seifritz et al., 

2006; Striem-Amit et al., 2011). The way stimulus intensity affects the frequency specificity 

of neurons may further differ across hierarchical stages of auditory processing. Whereas 

human studies specifically comparing tonotopic mapping with different intensities suggested 

that louder stimuli make responses more non-specific across the auditory areas (Langers and 

van Dijk, 2012), a recent macaque tonotopic mapping study suggested that higher-intensity 

stimulation was necessary for obtaining frequency sensitivity maps beyond the core regions 

(Tanji et al., 2010). It has been also suggested that higher stimulation levels (of up to 90 dB) 

are necessary to properly stimulate neurons representing the highest sound frequencies 

(Striem-Amit et al., 2011). The optimal bandwidth of sounds probably varies also across the 

different processing stages. While pure tones might be optimal for mapping the core regions, 

the belt/parabelt areas are probably responding better to narrow-band noise bursts 

(Wessinger et al., 2001). Recent systematic comparison of several different task designs 

suggested that narrow-band stimuli are, overall, more suitable for frequency-sensitivity 

mapping than, for example, broadband and sweep stimuli (Langers et al., 2014a; Langers et 

al., 2014b). On the other hand, given the hierarchical organization of human AC, regions 

beyond the core region may not be optimally responsive to narrow-band frequency stimuli 

necessary for frequency-sensitivity mapping. Interestingly, according to recent fMRI studies 

(Bressler and Silver, 2010; Saygin and Sereno, 2008), retinotopic mapping of higher-order 

visual areas with broadly tuned neurons (e.g., intraparietal sulcus, frontal eye fields) may be 

possible with complex stimuli, such as biological motion patterns. Here, we tried to achieve 

the best of the both worlds, by amplitude modulating narrow-band noise stimuli with 

biologically relevant temporal patterns and asking the subjects to perform a highly 

demanding attention task that was fully independent/orthogonal to the tonotopic axis, to 

achieve a sufficient sensitivity and specificity of activations for tonotopic mapping. We 

anticipate that, combined with the latest advances in stimulus and task designs (Langers et 

al., 2014a; Langers et al., 2014b), the inter-subject consistency of AC mapping results could 

be improved even further.

Along these lines, it should be noted that the present experimental design does not make it 

possible to directly compare the effects of the attention task and the temporal modulation 

patterns, versus the sound center frequency. Based on previous studies, one might 

hypothesize that activations related to attentional and complex speech-like rhythm patterns 

would extend even further along the anterior and lateral STG (Petkov et al., 2004; Woods et 

al., 2010; Woods et al., 2009). Another topic that should be considered in future studies is 

the subject’s behavioral frequency-discrimination sensitivity. The present task was, on 

purpose, designed to be independent of center-frequency processing. However, the downside 

of this approach is that the individual differences in each subject’s behavioral capabilities, 

for example, in subjects with a history of musical training, could not be controlled.

The present study was modified from an approach previously described in the visual domain 

(Polimeni et al., 2010). By using an accurate boundary-based registration method (Greve and 
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Fischl, 2009), the BOLD signal was sampled at multiple cortical depths based on 

intermediate surface representations of the cortical gray matter (Polimeni et al., 2010). These 

surfaces had been determined and reconstructed based on normalized distances between the 

white matter and pial surface boundary (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl et 

al., 2001; Fischl et al., 2002; Fischl et al., 1999; Polimeni et al., 2010; Segonne et al., 2004; 

Segonne et al., 2005). A limitation of the present approach, however, is that because the 

relative thickness of supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers varies across the cortex 

and correlates with the local folding pattern (Fatterpekar et al., 2003; Van Essen and 

Maunsell, 1980), the laminar reconstructions do not correspond to the histological laminar 

anatomy of ACs, per se. As previously discussed (Polimeni et al., 2010), a further 

consideration is that the spatial specificity of BOLD signal depends on the local vascular 

density, which will depend on the position within the folding pattern as well as the depth 

within the cortical gray matter. For example, previous studies suggest that the input layer IV 

has the highest vascular density, and it has been also shown that the crowns of gyri have a 

higher vascular density than the fundi of sulci (Duvernoy et al., 1981; Lauwers et al., 2008). 

Therefore, whereas the present approach seems to help avoid signal from the large veins of 

pial surface that pool deoxygenated blood from extended territories (Polimeni et al., 2010), 

further studies are needed to examine more detailed causes of variability in the BOLD signal 

spatial specificity.

Neurophysiological studies in animal models have shown that the specificity of tonotopic 

representations is generally highest in the granular layer that receives thalamic projections 

(Kanold et al., 2014). One might be also tempted to make conclusions on the differences in 

the frequency-sensitivity regions across the three depth analyses that are observable in the 

data in Fig. 4. According to these analyses, the proportion of high-frequency sensitive vertex 

locations is higher in the deepest than in the most superficial voxels. However, as shown by 

the individual data in Fig. 5, the high vs. low frequency-preferring areas may also be 

differentially sensitive to biases related to the spread of signals to adjacent cortical areas and 

across the sulcal boundaries. Future studies with smaller voxels, supported by structural 

imaging that allows the identification granular vs. non-granular layers, are needed to 

examine how the frequency-sensitivity maps differ across the different depths of human AC.

It should be also noted that the present 1 mm isotropic voxels might not be optimally small 

to allow depth fMRI analyses in the thinnest areas of cortex. However, the validity of the 

present depth analysis approach has been previously established in a study that sampled 

local activation patterns in visual cortex areas including the area V1, which is likely much 

thinner than most areas of the presently studied superior temporal cortex areas (Blinkov and 

Glezer, 1968). In the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) average representation of 305 

brains, which is utilized for the Freesurfer average subject “fsaverage”, the thickness of 

superior temporal areas studied here is generally over 2 mm or even over 3 mm at the crest 

of STG (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl et al., 2001; Fischl et al., 2002; 

Fischl et al., 1999).

In contrast to two-dimensional retinotopy mapping (eccentricity and polarity), AC tonotopy 

mapping studies are limited into only one dimension. Therefore, although our method seems 

to improve the consistency of frequency-sensitivity mapping across subjects, additional 
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measures are going to be needed for delineating the exact arrangement of human AC. For 

example, previous non-human primate fMRI studies have included an additional condition 

that mapped the AC sensitivity to narrow vs. broader stimulus bandwidths (Kayser et al., 

2009), based on the notion that the “best bandwidths” of AC neurons are generally broader 

in the belt than core areas (Rauschecker, 1998; Wessinger et al., 2001). Human fMRI studies 

have, in turn, used factorial designs to differentiate core vs. belt areas based on their 

differential sensitivity to sound-frequency vs. task-related attributes, respectively (Woods et 

al., 2010). The core areas, which presumably have a more prominent granular layer, could be 

also differentiated from the higher-order belt areas based on their higher myelin content 

(Moerel et al., 2014).

The main analysis considered voxels intersecting all depths excluding the pial surface, 

whereas the other two analyses considered voxels intersecting only one surface—either the 

white matter surface or the pial surface. One might thus wonder whether the main group 

results are explainable by the differences in the numbers of voxels sampled in each analysis. 

However, it is worth noting that if the voxel number had been a major contributing factor, 

one would have also expected converging differences at the individual level. In contrast to 

this expectation, at the individual level, the analyses considering the voxels intersecting the 

pial surface were at least as powerful as those considering all depths excluding the pial 

voxels. The same is also quantitatively shown in the within-session reliability analysis (Fig. 

8a), which in fact shows a trend toward better within-session reliability/replicability when 

considering the most superficial voxels (likely due to the steadily increasing BOLD percent 

signal changes observed towards the pial surface). It is also worth noting that, at the group 

level, the analyses considering the deepest voxels only showed better statistical sensitivity 

than the pial-voxel analyses (Fig. 4b), even though the total number of voxels was actually 

only slightly larger in the pial-voxel analysis.

An important consideration in fMRI studies using small voxels is head motion during the 

scan sessions. Here, we addressed this concern by using firm head support, which allowed us 

to reduce the total head translation to less than 0.5 mm in most cases, and by employing 

correction algorithms that were utilized for correcting the residual motion effects. Further, in 

contrast to conventional physiological noise sources that are reduced (Triantafyllou et al., 

2005), smaller voxel sizes may enhance biases following from the small motion (~0.05 mm 

displacement) of cortex during the cardiac cycle (Enzmann and Pelc, 1992), as voxels at the 

edge of cortex experience a “dynamic partial volume effect” that introduces noise into the 

time series (Polimeni et al., 2015; Poncelet et al., 1992). However, because voxels 

intersecting the pial surface that sample both gray matter and CSF were excluded in our 

analysis, the effect of this noise was likely considerably reduced.

5. Conclusions

The group statistical estimates showed improved mapping of high and low frequency 

sensitive AC areas in estimates from which the contribution of voxels intersecting the pial 

surface had been excluded. This might be explainable by better anatomical correspondence 

of activations at the individual level, due to reduction of signals from large draining vessels 

that bias the BOLD signal away from the original sites of neuronal activity. More generally, 
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consistent with previous findings in the visual system (Hinds et al., 2009; Hinds et al., 2008; 

Polimeni et al., 2010), our results also suggest that the functional layout of human ACs is 

more consistent across subjects than previously thought, as long as the key anatomical and 

functional confounds are addressed.
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Highlights

• Signals from large pial veins bias fMRI results away from neuronal 

activations

• Cortical depth analysis of high-resolution 7T fMRI was utilized to 

control this bias

• Mapping of AC tonotopic gradients compared at different cortical 

depths

• Intersubject consistency of tonotopic gradients highest after excluding 

pial voxels

• Results reflect improved inter-subject alignment, not within-subject 

reliability
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Figure 1. 
A diagram of non-human primate AC model, and a possible human homologue. (a) Non-

human primate AC model. Note that the exact arrangement of tonotopic gradients may not 

be exactly as parallel to area boundaries as in this simplified presentation. However, in 

general, there are three core areas (auditory area 1, A1; rostral, R; rostrotemporal, RT) 

include roughly mirror-symmetric tonotopic gradients extending to the lateral 

(rostrotemporolateral, RTL; anterolateral, AL; middle lateral, ML; caudolateral, CL) and 

medial (rostrotemporomedial, RTM; rostromedial, RM; middle medial, MM; caudomedial, 

CM) belt cortices. (b) The corresponding human AC hypothesis, modified based on previous 

human fMRI (Humphries et al., 2010; Woods et al., 2010) and cytoarchitectonic studies 

(Hackett et al., 2001; Rivier and Clarke, 1997), is shown on a flattened patch of superior 

temporal cortex. Anatomical regions: Heschl’s gyrus (HG), planum temporale (PT), superior 

temporal gyrus (STG), and planum polare (PP).
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Figure 2. 
Stimuli and task. Sound center-frequency changes after each echo-planar imaging (EPI) 

acquisition. Subjects heard binaural 6.5-s narrow-band noise tokens amplitudemodulated 

with speech envelope patterns. They were asked to press a button each time the temporal 

modulation pattern was similar to that presented before the preceding volume acquisition 

and to ignore the changes in the center frequency. The cycle direction shifted after every 

other run: an ascending cycle is displayed here.
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Figure 3. 
A demonstration of the evenly spaced cortical surface depths in a representative subject. For 

clarity, only every other depth sampled in the present study, ranging from the white matter to 

the pial surface, is shown. The insert shows left hemisphere surfaces from areas including 

HG and the adjacent superior temporal and insular cortices. The fMRI data of the same 

subject are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. 
AC high and low frequency regions identified using high-resolution 7T fMRI sampled 

across cortical depths. (a) A human AC model hypothesis shown on a flattened patch of left 

superior temporal cortex (for details, see Fig. 1). (b) Comparison of group analysis results 

using different analysis approaches. The dotted lines correspond to the main frequency 

gradients shown in the hypothetical model. An improvement of sensitivity and consistency 

with the hypothesis is observed when the signals from the pial voxels are excluded. This 

could reflect improved correspondence of results across the individual subjects. Poorest 

results are achieved with volume-based analyses (leftmost panel). The main effect of center 

frequency (100, 240, and 577 Hz vs. 1386, 3330, and 8000 Hz) is shown to help 

comparisons of frequency-sensitivity regions across subjects. The opaque color scale refers 

to post-hoc corrected (cluster-based Monte Carlo simulation tests, p<0.05) and the 

transparent color scale to uncorrected random-effects general linear model (GLM) results. 

For clarity, the boundaries of the clusters surviving the post-hoc correction have been 

marked with a white trace. (c) Individual fMRI results on flattened standard-brain AC 

patches. The upper row shows the data from the voxels intersecting the pial surface, the 

middle row those intersecting the white matter, and the lowest row shows cortical data with 

signals from the top layers excluded. Notably, the exclusion of signals from top layers 

improves the consistency of findings with the hypothesized model in most subjects (e.g., 
Subj. 8). Another important point to note is the relative weakness of individual-level 

observations in the white-matter surface: Despite this relative signal weakness, the group 

level result was statistically stronger than that from the pial surface, in line with our 

interpretation that the exclusion of pial voxels greatly improves the anatomical consistency 

of functional results across individual subjects.
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Figure 5. 
Frequency sensitivity gradients in the individual left superior temporal cortex patch and AC 

volume of Subject 8. (a) In this subject, the more posterior high-frequency area depicted in 

the hypothesis (Fig. 1) and shown in the group estimate (Fig. 4) is basically lacking from the 

pial surface analysis but clearly evident in the white-matter and “all but top layer” cortical 

voxel analyses. (b) The underlying cause for this difference is shown in the 3D rendering: 

the stronger low-frequency activation is spread across the sulcal banks in voxels intersecting 

the pial surface. The location of voxel marked by the black arrow corresponds to the vertex 

location pointed by the white arrows in the surface patch shown in the panel a. (c) The 3D 

data demonstrate the results of the surface-based analysis resampled back to the 

corresponding voxels for demonstration purposes, not the native 3D analysis results.
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Figure 6. 
Anatomical correspondence of tonotopy mapping across subjects estimated using the inverse 

variance of the phase angle. The results suggest that the inter-subject consistency of 

continuous tonotopy estimates is improved after the voxels intersecting the pial surface have 

been excluded from the analysis. The phase angle of the BOLD response was first 

determined in each individual subject at the stimulation-cycle frequency (1/60 Hz) by 

computing the FFT (Talavage et al., 2004), after which the inverse of the group variance of 

the phase angles was determined at each AC location (Berens, 2009). The individual-level 

phase angles utilized for this group analysis are shown in Fig. 7. The results are shown on a 

flattened patch of the left superior temporal cortex (Freesurfer fsaverage).
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Figure 7. 
Phase-encoded analysis of tonotopy progressions at different depths of AC, shown on a 

flattened patch of the left standard-brain superior temporal cortex (Freesurfer fsaverage). 

Consistent with main analyses (Fig. 4), the continuous tonotopy mapping results become 

more consistent and coherent after the exclusion of signals from voxels intersecting the top 

layers of AC.
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Figure 8. 
Within-subject reliability analyses shown on a flattened patch of the superior temporal 

cortex (Freesurfer fsaverage). (a) Statistical significance of ICCs calculated across the first 

and second half of experimental runs in all subjects. No trend of decreased reliability was 

observed in analyses based on voxels intersecting the pial surface, which would explain the 

group results in our main analyses (Figs. 4b, 6). (b) A qualitative comparison of frequency-

sensitivity mapping results (main effect of high vs. low frequency blocks) in two subjects 

each scanned in two separate sessions. The overall pattern is consistent with the results of 

the group-level reliability analysis.
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